Asalamu alaikum!
This request is going out to all Muslim Nurses volunteering in their Mosque Communities, in whatever capacity. Jazak Allah Kayran, Nurses!

If you are a Nurse volunteering or working in a Mosque Community, even if you are unfamiliar with the specialty practice of Faith Community Nursing, I would love to connect with you!

The health needs in our Umma are great, and as we purify our intentions to serve our communities for the pleasure of Allah, we will benefit from unification.

Connecting with Muslim Faith Community Nurses from across the US engaged in the same vocation provides a forum for encouraging one another, sharing ideas and resources, and intentionally unifying our duas for continued guidance from Allah. Each Nurse will be better positioned to continue this work with sabr, clarity, and a renewed sense of organized mutual direction.

Please Email me at nromanchek@gmail.com with MCNA in the subject line. May Allah continue to bless the work of your hands, that it may be pleasing to Him in service to humanity. I look forward to connecting with you!

Asalamu Alaikum!

Nancy Romanchek, BSN, RN, CHPN, MPH
Mosque Community Nurses of America